Every yarn...
An artful story
spun with precision
Our founder
Virender Agarwal
Managing Director
Foundation is everything

• A Textile Engineering Graduate from Gulbarga University, Raichur, his role in establishing the company in 1993 at Nagpur, Maharashtra is vital.

• A visionary with an entrepreneurial acumen, under his management the company has grown leaps and bounds.

• His ability to take a right decision at the right time, adapting to each situation, and coming up with effective solutions has helped the company in its path to success.

• His approach to business, strategies, and ethics has set up the pattern for business behavior of the company.

• His values and legacy will continue to influence the subsequent generations of our leaders.
Our yarn story in brief

• Started in 1993, Suryaamba Spinning Mills Ltd. is a leading manufacturer of specialty synthetic spun yarns.

• The core competitive strength of the company is its innovative product range, specifically tailor-made for the customers.

• The company has a current capacity of 45,000 spindles with state-of-the-art ultra modern machinery, including technology of Two for One Twisters, Slub machines, Eli Twist, and Hollow Doubling S & Z machines.

• We produce 14.4 kilo tonnes per annum of quality yarn.
The moral fibre behind our success

**Our philosophy**

- Our business is built on the strong values of integrity, ethics, innovation, and transparency.
- We apply the principles of lean manufacturing to create a system that utilizes the minimum amount of resources necessary to satisfy the customer requirements.
- Continuous improvement (Kaizen philosophy from Japan) is encouraged and propagated throughout the culture of the company.
- Our strategy of Just-In-Time Production has helped us to adopt pull system and minimize all types of inventories in the plant.
• Our innovations in the manufacturing methods have helped us to pass cost savings to our customers.

• We unswervingly continue to create value for our stakeholders, and always strive toward progress.
Strive for perfection

The quality & customer centricity

• All employees, including our promoters, understand that quality management is very essential for the success of our business.

• Our Statistical Quality Control Department has the latest testing equipment to ensure monitoring of the vital parameters for producing a product of perfect score for the customer.

• Carefully planned steps are taken to ensure that the yarn delivered to our customer is consistent, reliable, and truly adheres to its specifications.

• Round the clock stratified data collection procedures are carried out to analyze the process for consistency.

• USL and LSL are specified to the Supervisors at every stage of the process to ensure that only the products meeting conformity are sent to the next process.

• Regular customer surveys are conducted to understand the parameters of quality important to the customer.
Our Facility

- Our state-of-the-art spinning infrastructure includes machinery from Lakshmi Machine Works, Muratec, Schlafhorst, Seiger, and Saurer Peass.

- We have invested in TFO technology, Slub and fancy technology, and S & Z Hollow doubling machines.

- We stress on the maintenance, enhancement & investment in innovative technology.
Our Products

Product Type

Mainly spin synthetic yarns in raw white, dope dyed and Melanges

Count range from 8-50's NE

Materials being spun:

a) Polyester 100 % (.8 Denier, 1.2 Denier , 1.4 Denier ) raw white

b) Polyester viscose ( TR ) (65 : 35 ) ( 50:50 )
   (Any customisable blends and counts can be made ) ( multiple Colors can be offered in the same)

c) Cationic Viscose ( 65:35 ) (50:50 )
   (Any customisable blends and counts can be made)

d) Optical white 100% polyester trilobal 100% polyester bright, sht. Lowmelt, GRS certified recycle yarn
   (can all be offered in customizable counts)

e) Polyester dope dyed & Viscose dope dyed
   (20 plus shades being offered in customisable counts)

f) Polyester melange
   ( Black, brown, and other color melanges can be offered in customizable counts )

g) Polyester Viscose ( TR ) (Melanges / Dope dyed can be offered )
   (In any color / blend of your choosing ) ( Offer s -seires)

h) Polyester : Linen Blended yarns in 90:10 - 50:50 with bleach white flax, European flax.
   (Other customizable blends and counts can be made)

i) Polyester sewing thread can be made in 50 plus colors
   (count and color can be specialize in accordance to your requirement )

j) Polyester Modal ( 65:35 ) ( 50:50 ) / 100% Modal can be offered in any count  Polyester Tencel, Polyester Excel, Polyester Ecovera, Polyester Refibra can be offered.
**Special counts can be made against order**

**Siro**
Currenty going for knitting end application where polyester raw ply is being spun with polyester black, navy blue and coffee brown ply on ring frame; Viscose Black ply is spun along with polyester raw white ply (Can offer customize products in the same), Slub yarns, effect yarns and Injection Slub:
These typically are fast fashion items and slubs are being made as per customer needs; we launch a new slub pattern every season and fabric catalogues are made to promote the same.

**Core Spun**
We offer core spun products in polyester and Polyester viscose dope dyed shades with Spandex and Lycra, Filament Core with Ring Spun cover can be offered.

**TFO**
Yarn can be twisted two ply, three ply and four ply based on buyers requirement raw white & dope dyed, filament twisting with ring spun yarn can be offered.

**Other speciality**
Multi nepol, and hairy yarn can be made on special request and are frequently being made. Customized effects can be designed by analyzing the resultant fabric.

**End Applications**

a) Apparel (Suiting/ Shirting / School Uniforms )
b) Weft & Warp yarns
c) Hosiery yarns ( Circular knit yarn, Flees fabric yarns )
d) Denim end application ( Core spun yarn )
e) Automotive yarns
f) Home textiles
g) Sewing Thread
h) Simplex Roving can also be supplied
i) Industrial use ( Nylon yarns ; for conveyor belt end application )
j) Towels
k) Mattress Sticking
l) Shawls
m) Raw material for Chenille yarns
n) Flat knit yarns ( Sweater knitting, garments )
o) Indian Tradition Wear [Sari & Kurta]
• Our focus towards transparent communication, top-notch quality, and timely delivery has been vital in establishing and growing our export revenues.

• Since inception, our obsession for providing the world-class quality products has helped us to expand into several new markets around the world.

• Our Customer Technical Service team provides technical assistance to our customers and ensures that the yarn from our plant surpasses the customer expectations.

• Our company currently exports about 4.2 Kilo Tonnes of yarn per annum, i.e. Fifteen 40ft HQ containers per month to the markets in USA, Mexico, Italy, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Belgium, Turkey, Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria, Poland, Canada, Peru, Columbia, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Bangladesh, Pakistan and South Africa.

• We have fostered very strong relationships with our international customers over time and enjoy an extremely high retention rate.

• As a result, about 55% of our exported yarns are tailor-made to cater to our international customers’ needs.
Social Conscience & Sustainability

- GRS certified
- Continuous focus on reducing process waste
- Increasing the consumption of environment friendly raw material with traceability; such as Liva eco, Recycle Polyester, Dope dyed viscose etc.,
- Emphasis on reducing carbon foot print by planting trees, using energy efficient alternatives such as LED lights, signing PPA with sustainable & renewable sources of energy.

- Our commitment to social responsibility is as strong today as it was when our company was founded.
- To make a difference, we invest in and try to enrich our workplace, our community.
- We encourage gender equality, and hence women employment remains strong in our company.
- Yearly health checkups and eye camps are conducted, because our employees' well-being is very important for us.
- We promote cultural activities in the premises of the plant to ensure bonding within the community.
Get in touch

City office
A-101, Kanha Apartment,
128, Chhaoni, Katol Road,
Nagpur - 440013
Maharashtra

Plant office
Survey No. 300, Nayakund
Parseoni Road,
Dist. Nagpur
Maharashtra - 441 105

Contact
M: +91 9049994040
E: pujit@suryaamba.com
Web: www.suryaamba.com